


I am delighted to welcome you to the world of 

Imperial Bathrooms.

We are a family owned business of longstanding 

manufacturing in the heart of the Potteries. 

We take tremendous pride in our traditional 

methods and values incorporating timeless 

designs, handcraftsmanship and high quality 

materials that have endured for over two 

centuries in the British ceramic industry.

Our Bathroom Collections have been created 

without compromise to satisfy the needs of the 

most discerning clients throughout the world, 

combining exceptional design with technical 

performance.

The latest edition of our Design Guide is the 

embodiment of the pride, skills and passion 

that defines Imperial Bathrooms, and I believe 

that the ownership of an Imperial bathroom 

will provide you, our customer, with a similar 

sense of pride and satisfaction for many years 

to come.

Geoffrey Stevenson

Chairman

British classical design and elegance…



The collections in this guide are dedicated to those 

who truly recognise quality and individuality when 

they see it. The kind of hand-crafted perfection that 

no mere machine alone can truly replicate. 

Take a close look at the finish of any piece of 

Imperial ceramic ware and you will discover a 

flawlessly smooth surface beneath layer after 

layer of Imperial’s brilliant glaze. Notice how 

our bathroom furniture is made the traditional 

way with jointed solid wood and genuine wood 

veneers. Feel the reassuring strength and weight 

of our brassware, because beneath its Chrome, 

Antique Gold or Polished Nickel finish it really 

is manufactured from cast brass to last a lifetime, 

or more. 

These are just a few examples of the way Imperial 

is showcasing the very finest British traditions of 

quality around the world. And as for the way our 

bathrooms look, we are delighted to say that they 

speak for themselves.

Enjoy our collections for the first time.

The
ImPErIAl 

GuArANTEE 
of Excellence

Designed and handcrafted in the heart of England.







BathBATH COLLECTION
We are delighted to bring you this extensive collection 

of baths in a wide variety of styles, designs, finishes and 

options. If your new bathroom deserves a new tub, you are 

sure to be able to find the perfect solution in the following 

pages. Invest in an Imperial bath - bathe yourself in luxury!



THE WINDSOR BATHS COLLECTION
This collection of free standing baths is instantly recognisable 
by its delightfully contoured forms and crisply moulded 
detailing. And beneath the beauty is the very latest production 
technology. Cian® Solid Surfacing is a unique blend of 
advanced resins and minerals with a matt finish that will stay 
as flawless as the day it first graced your home.

a. b.
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a.  Mortlake bath 
(0 tap holes) 
h570 w1680 d750mm

b.  Putney bath 
(0 tap holes) 
h630 w1680 d750mm

c.  Hampton bath 
(0 tap holes) 
h575 w1590 d785mm
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c.



a.

a.  Kew bath 
(0 tap holes) 
h575 w1690 d760mm 

b.  Marlow bath 
(0 tap holes) 
h560 w1740 d760mm 
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b.



a.

LUXURY CAST IRON BATHS
Our luxury collection takes the appeal of the traditional cast iron bath to 
a whole new level. Each design is individually hand-crafted to order using 
some of the most opulent exterior finishes ever created for a bath including 
burnished copper and aluminium.

a.  Baglioni cast iron bath* 
(0 tap holes) 
h725 w1700 d680mm

  **Manufactured to order 
and supplied in grey primer 
all ready to paint

b.  Baglioni Cobra* 
(0 tap holes) 
h725 w1700 d680mm 
Copper skirted bath

 *Manufactured to order 



b.
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a.

b.

a.  Radison cast iron bath 
in polished aluminium** 
(0 tap holes) 
h725 w1700 d680mm

 **Manufactured to order

b.  Radison cast iron bath** 
(0 tap holes) 
h725 w1700 d680mm

  **Manufactured to order 
and supplied in grey primer 
all ready to paint



c.
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For all stand pipe options please refer to page 24.

c.  King Charles bath** 
(0 tap holes) 
h620 w1775 d740mm

  **Manufactured to order 
and supplied in grey primer 
all ready to paint
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1. 2.

3. 4.

Foot colour options available:
1. Primed Cast Iron  
2. White  
3. Chrome  
4. Antique Gold

a. Bentley bath with Swan feetNote: Cast iron baths and plinths are supplied in grey primer all ready to paint

CAST IRON BATHS
The iconic Victorian bath provides a charming centrepiece for 
a bathroom and the look is not limited to period-style homes. 
A cast iron bath can also provide an exciting twist in a contemporary 
setting. Each of our cast iron baths comes in grey primer because, 
historically, the exterior of the bath would be painted to match the 
owner’s chosen décor. We see no reason to depart from that tradition. 

a.  Bentley Madera double ended bath 
(2 tap holes 
or 0 tap holes) 
h585 w1700 d780mm  
Cradle options available in Natural 
Oak (as shown) 

b.  Bentley double ended bath 
(2 tap holes or 0 tap holes) 
h585 w1700 d780mm 
Available in Primed Cast Iron, 
White, Chrome or Antique Gold

  Supplied with Imperial feet 
or Swan feet
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b. Bentley bath with Imperial feet
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a.
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a.  Roseland cast iron bath 
(2 tap holes or 0 tap holes) 
h675 w1780 d800mm 
Available in Primed Cast Iron, 
White, Chrome or Antique Gold

 Supplied with Roseland feet 

b.  Marriot double ended bath 
with co-ordinated plinth 
(2 tap holes or 0 tap holes) 
h585 w1700 d780mm 

b.
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a.
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Foot colour 
options available:
1. Primed cast iron  
2. White  
3. Chrome  
4. Antique gold

1. 2. 3. 4.

a.  Plaza double ended bath 
(2 tap holes or 0 top holes) 
h610 w1770 d790mm 
Available in Primed Cast Iron, 
White, Chrome or Antique Gold

b.  Waldorf single ended bath  
(2 tap holes or 0 tap holes) 
h610 w1700 d775mm 
Available in Primed Cast Iron, 
White, Chrome or Antique Gold

 Supplied with Ball and Claw feet

b.
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a.
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a.  Sheraton double ended 
slipper bath 
(2 tap holes 
or 0 tap holes) 
h790 w1800 d770mm 
Available in Primed Cast 
Iron, White, Chrome or 
Antique Gold

  Supplied with Ball 
G&H foot 

b.  Ritz slipper bath – 
1540mm 
(2 tap holes 
or 0 tap holes) 
h779 w1540 d740mm 
Available in Primed Cast 
Iron, White, Chrome or 
Antique Gold

  Supplied with 
Imperial feet

  Ritz slipper bath – 
1700mm  
(2 tap holes 
or 0 tap holes) 
h779 w1700 d760mm 
Available in Primed Cast 
Iron, White, Chrome or 
Antique Gold

  Supplied with 
Imperial feet

b.
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a.
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b.

Exposed waste 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Roll-top S trap low seal 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

Roll-top bath shroud 
Available in Chrome, Antique 
Gold or Polished Nickel

a.  Sheraton double ended 
slipper bath 
(2 tap holes 
or 0 tap holes) 
h790 w1800 d770mm 
Available in Primed Cast 
Iron, White, Chrome or 
Antique Gold

 Supplied with Lion foot

b.  Harrington single ended 
cast iron bath 
for use with Imperial 
bath panels  
(2 tap holes 
or 0 tap holes) 
w1700 d750mm

  As shown with the 
Raised & Fielded bath 
front panel 
1700mm 
1800mm 
Available in Wenge or 
Natural Oak

  Raised & Fielded bath 
end panel 
730mm 
780mm 
Available in Wenge or 
Natural Oak
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